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Introduction There has been a recent surge of literature claiming that ‘Ethernet traffic is self-
similar” and possesses long range dependence [12, 13, 14]; similar claims have been made with
reference to other forms of telecommunications traffic [2]. Leland et al. [12, 13, 141 have justified
these claims using traffic observations that were taken from an Ethernet local area network at
Beilcore Laboratories: we refer to these observations, which have been made publicly available,
as the ‘Beilcore data’. In this lecture we discuss the implications of such claims for the problem
of estimating loss probabilities in networks, and their validity.
There has been much recent work on estimating rare event probabilities in queueing networks,
in as much generality as possible [1, 3, 9, 7, 8, 10, 11]. This has been motivated by potential
applications in the design and performance of high-speed telecommunications networks.
The starting point in the development of a general network theory is to consider what happens
in a general single server queue. Roughly speaking, for a stable queue with deterministic service
rate, under very general conditions on the arrivals process, the tails of the distribution of queue
length Q should satisfy
P(Q > b) eSb, (1)
for some positive constant S that depends on the service rate at the queue and the statistical
properties of the arrivals process. A more precise statement of this fact can be found in the
appendix. Roughly speaking, a sufficient condition for (1) to hold is that the arrivals process
is stationary and mixing (ie. does not possess long range dependence).
It is thus a very general result, suggesting potential applications to real traffic problems. For
example, it can be used for estimating overflow probabilities in very large buffers, using obser
vations of traffic over relatively short time periods. This idea is originally due to Courcoubetis
et al. [4]; they propose a method, justified by (1), of extrapolating from the observed tail fre
quencies of the queue. We have proposed a different method [6] which also relies on the validity
of(1).
The first question we address is: should we expect (1) to hold for self-similar traffic that possesses
long range dependence? The answer is ‘no’: this follows from a theorem in [7]. In fact. self-
similarity is not an issue here: it is the presence of long range dependence that destroys the
property (1). We refer the reader to the appendix for more details.
We have therefore been encouraged to take these claims of long range dependence quite seriously
and question their validity.
Inferring long range dependence. Long range dependence is often used as a a possible
explanation for unexplained variation at every time scale over which a process is observed.
However, if the variation at the larger time scales can be explained by additional information,
the question of long range dependence may become redundant. For example. consider a se
quence of independent random variables X1 X.: X1,..., X have a normal distribution
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with mean 20 and unit variance and X÷1,. . . , X97 have a normal distribution with mean 10
and unit variance. Suppose we were to observe a realisation of this process, in ignorance of how
it was generated. The sequence will almost certainly pass any statistical test for long range
dependence that aims to detect slow decay rates in autocorrelation or, equivalently, non-linear
growth in variance through aggregation. When we look at the data we will almost certainly
see a ‘level shift’ about half way along the sequence.
What should we think? That the observed sequence is embedded in a longer sequence that
exhibits long range dependence is a possible explanation: the level shift is a random fluctuation
at the order n time scale, and there are similar random fluctuations at every time scale... It
is also a rather fanciful explanation, and certainly not very useful. A more cautious response
would be to simply accept that there is a level shift in the data and that the process is displaying
two distinct types of behaviour, depending on whether it is observed before or after the shift;
a closer inspection would suggest that the observations are independent given the location of
the shift. Either way, we are not really in a position to predict future behaviour; not without
access to more information.
We could investigate the source of the data. Suppose, for the sake of argument, that we are told
the data represents measurements of Ethernet traffic levels taken from a local area network in a
a Government office between the hours of 4pm and 6pm on a Friday evening; on further inquiry
we discover that half the employees leave the office at 5pm sharp while those remaining work
until 6pm. Long range dependence seems suddenly implausible. The level shift we observed
in this data is indeed a fluctuation that occurs on a much larger time scale than the length of
the observation period, but it is not random, or even ‘random’: it is a periodic event, occurring
once a week.
These remarks are quite relevant to our discussion of the Beilcore data.
The Beilcore data. Leland et at. [12, 13, 14} have analysed Ethernet traffic measure
ments taken from local area networks at Bellcore Morristown Research and Engineering Center
between August 1989 and February 1992; they claim that the traffic is statistically self-similar
and exhibits long range dependence. A variety of statistical tests were performed, including
the inspection of ‘variance-time plots’. We will concentrate on the use of variance-time plots as
a detector of long range dependence, as the rationale behind this approach is easily explained
and it is essentially equivalent to the other tests that were performed.
Denote by Xi,. . . , X the traffic measurements over a period of observation. A variance-time
plot can be produced as follows. We begin by computing, for each m, an aggregated sequence
X, k=1,2.3,... (2)
m j—(k—1)m+1
Then for each rn, we compute the sample variance ‘Urn of the sequence x, xm),..., and plot
log vrn against log rn. If the observations are taken from a stationary sequence that does not
exhibit long range dependence we expect to observe, given sufficient data, an asymptotic slope
of —1: on the other hand, for a stationary sequence with long range dependence, we expect the
observed slope to be strictly greater than —l for large values of rn (a self-similar process with
Hurst parameter H will produce an asymptotic slope of —2(1 — H)).
Leland et at. [12. 13, 14] consistently. pbserved slopes that were greater than —1. The variance
time plots for two of their data sets are shown in Figure 1. One of these data sets is about
:
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Figure 1: Variance-time plots for two of the Belicore data sets.
30 hours in length; the other is only 29 minutes long. If we were to conclude that the traffic
is self-similar with Hurst parameters greater than 1/2, we would predict (see appendix) that
the log-frequency of overflow observed when this traffic is fed through a queue with constant
service rate behaves like —b2’’ for large b; a value of H > 1/2 would therefore have a major
influence on our predictions.
Let us now have a closer look at the 29-minute data set. We have aggregated this data and
recorded the number of bytes observed in each 10-second time interval: the outcome is dis
played in Figure 2. There is clearly a level-shift here, and the regions labelled II and IV seem
quite stationary. In fact the observations within each of these periods appear to be almost
independent. We have thus created variance-time plots for each of these regions (Figure 3)
and, not surprisingly, the slopes at large aggregation levels are quite close to —1. We have no
idea why there is a level shift in this data set, but it is certainly not evidence for long range
dependence.
The 30-hour data set is displayed in Figure 4 using aggregation levels of 240 seconds. Clearly,
there are varying mean levels of activity on this time-scale. The simplest explanation for this is
that the time of day is an important factor in determining levels of activity. Note that ‘time of
day’ is a periodic process. This simple observation renders the claims of long range dependence
to be unfounded: it is important to remove all periodicities in the data before performing tests
for long range dependence, as these will distort the statistics if there is not enough data on, the
time-scale at which these periodicities occur (in other words, there is not enough data here t6
remove the time-of-day effect).
Final remarks We conclude this lecture with some remarks on the use of the formula (1)
in practical situations. First, if a traffic stream is stationary over time periods which are long
compared with the range of dependence, then (1) may be useful for short term prediction and
hence dynamic allocation of resource. The range of dependence will depend on the number of
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Figure 2: Activity plot for the 29 minute data set, aggregated over 10-second time intervals.
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Figure 3: Variance-time plots for regions II and IV in the 29-minute data set.
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Figure 4: Activity plot for the 30-hour data set, aggregated over 240-second time intervals.
‘virtual circuits’ that are active and the level of burstiness displayed by each individual circuit:
aggregation of independent bursty sources increases the temporal range of dependence.
We are quite confident that will be many practical situations in which (1), and hence our
estimation procedures, are applicable.
The Belicore data is certainly very challenging from the point of view of forecasting. There
are two reasons for this. First, it was collected from a large network (increasing the range of
dependence) and second, we have limited information on relevant details such as the number
of circuits active at each point in time.
We conclude by saying that the Belicore data set is very interesting and has raised some
important questions on the problem of prediction. It has also given us the opportunity to
demonstrate the age-old moral that blindfold application of ‘standard’ statistical tests, without
looking at the data and appealing to common sense, can be misleading.
Appendix: Self-similarity, long range dependence and overflow probabilities. Sup
pose we have a stationary arrivals process (Xk) with EX1 = 1u < cc and a queue with determ
inistic service rate s > . A sufficient condition for (1) to hold is that the scaled cumulant
generating function, defined by
:= lirn n’ log Ee9k=t Xk (3)
exists, is finite in some neighbourhood of the origin and differentiable on the interior of its
effective domain: then the arrivals process satisfies a large deviation principle with rate function
I given by the Fenchel-Legendre transform of ,\:
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1(x) = sup{x — (4)
and 8, the asymptotic decay rate for the tails of the queue-length distribution, is given by
8= infc’I(c+s). (5)
An alternative representation of 8 is
8 = sup{ : A(s) i9s}. (6)
Variants of this result have appeared in the literature: we refer the reader to [11} for a heuristic
derivation, and to the recent papers of Glynn and Whitt [101 and Duffield and O’Connell [1
for proofs under very general conditions; further bibliographic details can be found in [91.
Now suppose that the arrivals process X has the property that for large m and n,
-
) n(X - ), (7)
for some H e [1/2, 1). Here means ‘approximately equal in distribution’. Then X is said
to be asymptotically self-similar with Hurst parameter H; if H > 1/2 the process exhibits long
range dependence. This is the sense in which Leland et al. [12, 13, 14] (and others) claimed to
have found evidence for self-similarity with Hurst values consistently greater than 1/2.
If (7) holds in a suitably rigorous sense and the relevant expectations are finite, then the scaled
cumulant generating function defined by
(8) := urn fl_2(i_FI)iogEeenl_HE:slXk (3)
n—co
exists and is finite in some neighbourhood of the origin. It then follows from [T, Corollary 2.3]
that, under mild regularity conditions, the tails of the corresponding queue-length distribution
for a queue with constant service rate s > /L satisfy
lirn b-2’log P(Q> b) = —8, (9)
b-co
where
8 = infc2(I(c ± s), (10)
c>O
and I is the Fenchel-Legendre transform of \. In particular, the log-probability of overflow is
asymptotically linear in buffer-size if, and only if, H = 1/2; otherwise the decay is polynomial
and depends on the value of H.
We now describe the effect of long range dependence alone, without assuming self-similarity.
Note that (3) implies
1jmn2 var (xk) e (0,co);
the existence of such a power law (for some H > 1/2) is often treated as a definition of long
range dependence for finite variance processes. A more general statement is that there exists a
sequence u with u/n / +oo and that (11) holds with n replaced by u;’; under additional
hypotheses on the asymptotic behaviour of higher order moments (see, for example, [5, pp253—])
this yields a large deviation principle for X with scaling coefficients u and, assuming the limi
g(c):=lim— (12)
exists for each c > 0, it follows from [7, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2] that
b
v5 log P(Q > b) = —6, (13)
where
8 = inf g(c)I(c± s), (14)
and I is the Fenchel-Legendre transform of the scaled cumulant generating function
lirnv’ logEeE=i/. (15)
If we thus take the existence of such a scaling sequence v,, (with the property that v,/n / +oo)
as a working definition of long range dependence, we conclude that we should not expect (1)
to hold in the presence of long range dependence; the actual behaviour is predicted by (13).
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